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 • AZATHOTH • 

sobriquets:
The Blind Idiot God, Nuclear Chaos, Daemon Sultan, The Deep Dark,

The Cold One

description:

Azathoth is a boundless deity of colossal proportion, the sole most
powerful being in the entire mythos and the creator of all of existence. He

is said to be stuck in an endless slumber outside of the universe and is
served upon by countless lesser deities that play a maddening tune on

countless drums and ;utes to keep Him from awakening, as all of reality is
merely part of a dream unknowingly created by Him. When (not if) the

great Daemon Sultan awakens all things will end once and for all, and all
will once again be Azathoth. As well as His innumerable drummers and

;utists, The Nuclear Chaos is tended upon by horrendous dancers and is
said to ;oat in the very centre of the universe - the centre of chaos itself
(hence ‘nuclear’ may actually refer to His dwelling at the nucleus of the

universe).
Whilst He sleeps He is all-powerful but not all-knowing (being a Blind

Idiot God) and is completely mindless. Azathoth is likened to the big-bang
event that started all life. 

keywords:

Poweromnipotencefathercreatorinventor

foundation for sigil:
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• CTHULHU •

sobriquets:
The High Priest,  The Great Dreamer, The Sleeper of R’lyeh

description:

Descendant of Nug, Cthulhu is the most anthropoidal of The Old Ones,
having a tangible physical form unlike most other Old Ones. He

descended to Earth from the stars and slumbers in His palace in R’lyeh
beneath the depths of the pacifc ocean. He is often described as a

combination of an octopus, a dragon and a homo-sapien with bat-like
wings and razor sharp talons, hundreds of meters tall. It is Cthulhu who

will Awaken and bring the Earth beneath His sway, and it is His Cult that
will summon Him from the depths. 

keywords: 

dreamerstar-childseafarervisionaryexplorer

foundation for sigil:
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• THE DARKNESS •

sobriquets:

description:
The purest representation of The Void. 

keywords: 

EmptyNothingzerovoid

foundation for sigil:
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H.P LOVECRAFT

sobriquets:
The Prophet, Providence

description:

The misunderstood outcast that created the Cthulhu Mythos. 
A brilliant man decades ahead of his time and a serial lucid dreamer,

Lovecraft is the human messenger that brought The Old Ones light to the
forefront of human understanding. 

See ‘In Memorium’ on page 8 for more. 

keywords: 

Dreamerwriterteacherprophet 

foundation for sigil:
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Heaven knows where I ll end up  but it s a safe bet’ – ’
that I ll never be at the top of anything  Nor do I’ .
particularly  care  to  be  I  fear  my  enthusiasm.
flags  when  real  work  is  demanded  of  me  From.
even  the  greatest  of  horrors  irony  is  seldom
absent  But  are  not  the  dreams  of  poets  and  the.
tales of travelers notoriously
false  I never ? ask  a  man
what his business 
is  for , it
never interests  me.
What I  ask
him about
are his
thoughts and
dreams  . To  the
scientist there
is the joy  in
pursuing truth
which nearly
counteracts the
depressing revelations
of truth  . The
most merciful thing
in the world  , I think,
is the  inability
of   the 

human  mind  to  correlate  all  its  contents  The.
world  is  indeed  comic  but  the  joke  is  on,
mankind  Searchers  after  horror  haunt  strange.
and  far  away  places  The  oldest  and  strongest.
emotion of mankind is fear  and the oldest  and,
strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown  The.
ocean  is  more  ancient  than  the  mountains  and,
freighted  with  the  memories  and  the  dreams  of
time  That is not dead which can eternal lie  . .
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• THE NAMELESS MIST •

sobriquets:
Not-to-be-Named-One, Him Who is Not to be Named

description:

There is little known about the nameless mist.  
It is the progenitor of Yog-Sothoth and is older than everything that
exists except for its creator, Azathoth, The Blind Idiot God, and its

sibling, The Unnamed Darkness.

keywords: 

Mysteriousincorporealityspacetime manipulation-
reality warpingomnipresence-

foundation for sigil:
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• NUG AND YEB •

sobriquets:
The Twin Blasphemies

description:

The spawn of Shub-Niggurath, The Black Goat of The Woods with a
Thousand Young, and Yog-Sothoth, The Key and The Gate, Nug and

Yeb are worshipped prolifcally throughout the world due to their yin and
yang symbology. 

By implication Yeb is masculine and Nug, the mother of Cthulhu Himself,
is feminine, though They may both be androgynous. 

Both closely resemble Yeb’s mother, Shub-Niggurath, in appearance. 

keywords: 

Balance duality equilibrium harmony masculine and
feminine

foundation for sigil:
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